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Abetter understanding of both natural and
human induced changes to the Earth’s climate is
necessmy for policy makers to make informed
decisions regading energy usage and other
gmmhouse gas producing activities. To achieve
this, substantial increases in the sophistication of
climate models are required. Coupling between
the climate subsystems of the atmosphere,
oceans, cryosphere and biosphere is only now
begirudmg to be explored in global models. The
enormous computational expense of such models
is one signifkant factor limiting progress.

A comprehensive climate system model
targeted to distributed memory massively parallel
processing (MPP) computers is under
development at the Lawrence Lkrmore National
Labomtory. This class of computers promises the

~ COmpUtatiti power to permit the
timely exe@ion of climate models of
substantially more sophistication than current
generation models. Our strategy for achieving
high performance on large numbers of processms
is to exploit the multiple layers of parallelism
naturally contained within highly coupled global
climate models. The centerpiece of this strategy
is the concurrent execution of multiple
indepemkntly parallelii components of the
climate system medel. ‘his methodology allows
the assignment of an arbhmry number of
~mb-ofti~ofcw
subsystems. Hence, a higher total number of
processors may be effkiently used. Fur&rmore,
load imbaknces arising b the coupling of
submodels may b minimized by adjusting the
distribution of processors among the subrnodels.

Comprehensive Climate System
Modeling

Reliable pmdidion of future changes in
climate and their impacls on human health and
ecosystem f~ requiles VaMated coupled
climate system models. The major components
of the climate system include the atmosphere,

oceans, land surface, and sea ice. Initial
successes in linking the most comprehensive
models of the atmosphere and ocean (general
Circulation models) are beginning to provide a
mon2sound capabiity of predicting future
climatic change [5]. Before these predictions
will be relied on for managing policies regarding
environment and energy usage, a mom complete
assessment of uncertain“ ties associated with the
predictions is needed.

The computational expense of ruining
climate models and complex ecological models
impedes efforts to evaluate and improve them.
Usually a limited number of experiments are
affordable. Even on the fastest computers, it can
take many months to complete long climate
change experiments. Exploitation of massively
parallel promsing (MPP) technology in stand
alone atmospheric and oceanic GCMs has enabled
the calculation of heretofore umesolvable
phenomena and has signifkantly advanced the
state of the science [11]. coupled ocean-
atmosphenMand models are sure to benefit h
similar increases in computational performance.
It is clear however, that the attraction of applying
massively parallel canputers to environmental
problems is prinwily pmclical. my can speed
validation and improvement of current models,
and will make feasible higher spatial resolution
studies, which are needed for most envirwmnental
assessments. However, the difficulty and
expense of porting existing algorithms to this
class of machine can be significant.

Parallelism
The iSSUW h porting iltXUOS@MZiC and

oceanic GCMs to MPPs are well explored. A
principal bcmier to efficient use of massively
parallel computers in any application is that
unless a careful strategy is developed, processors
may remain idle much of the time, as they wit
for other processors to complete some task. llds
“load imbalance” is often a result of the many



branches that a sophisticated model may take in
the course of a calculation. ‘Ibis problem of load
imbalanw, although simple to understand, may
be difficult to avoid even in a single component
model. A further difficulty that limits how many

mcessors can be effectively utilized by a modelP
is that the communication of information from
one subdomain to another takes an increasing
fraction of the total computational time as the
size of the individual domains shrinks. Thus,
doubling the number of processors wilt not
necessmily halve the overall execution time. For
a very large number of processom adding
additional pmcesors may in fact increase the
total execution time because the added
communicadon time will not be entirely offset
by the reduction in number of operations required

of -~.

Specifii parallelization strategies are best
dktated by the nature of the numerical schemes
used to solve the model equations. Of chief
impatance in the design of a parallelizoion
strategy for a climate system model are the
approximations of the hydrodynamkal equations
in the atmospheric and oceanic components. For
models based on finite difference hydrodynamics,
two dimension domain demmposition
strategies have proven to possess favorable
scaling propaties [3,13,14]. Originally proposed
by Richankon [9] in 1922, this method covers
the globe with subdomains of limited latitudinal
and longitudinal extent. Since the atmosphem
and ocean = highly Stllltifkd each subdornain
contains *entire vertical domain to avoid
communication and load imbalances associated
with the solution of stiff equations along that
dkction.llledatat obecommmdcatedb etween
pmmsorslienear theperhneterofthe
Subdomams“ . Hence, this ckoqosition scales
well with kreased horizontal resolution since
the ratio of camnunication costs to calculational
Co6tsispmportional totheperimeter toarea
ratio. For the same reason, this method scales
well with incmadng processor count [3].

In canplicated physics models,

~- l=f~ rarely, ifever,
follows thebekiorpedickdbyi ddized
Kenar&. hlthecaseoffinite diffkrencebased
GCMS, parallel performance of two dimensional
- deaqoaitkm is degraded by the ftite
numbs of grid points, by load irnbalanca, and
by nonhd -ddZbl’lS such as tk high

latitude faltering device commonly used to ‘
increase the stable time step [1]. If additional
avenues to parallelism can be found, performance
may be enhanced. In the case of coupled ocean-
atmosphere-land surface models this additional
parallelism is to be found in the natural spatial
separation of the model physics. The three
dimensional domains of water, air, and soil
processes are physically distinct. Coupling
among these processes occurs only at surfaces.
Hence, concurrent execution of these submodels
as a further parallel decomposition strategy is
W@ing due to scalable communication relative
to arithmetic costs.

The LLNL model
At LLNL, we have developed the fnt step

towards a comprehensive climate system model
by writing a coupled ocean-atmospke geneml
circulation model designed explidly for message
passing computers. In this model [171, we have
successtidly implemented independent domain
decompositions for the ocean and atmospheric
submodels. Concurrent execution of these models
has been achieved by assigning separate sets of
processors (within the same machine) to each of
these decompositions.

The submodels in the LLNL parallel
coupled oceanic-atmospheric general circulation
model are based on the UCLA atmospheric
general circulation model [1,13,14,15,16] and the
GFDL MOM ocean general circulation model
[8,161. Both of these models have been
extensively modifti in our vexsions including
the Wltion of a dynamidhermodynamic sea ice
model in the OGCM. We are currently
implementing the Simple Biosphere 2 (SiB2)
land surface model [10] which provides a further
opportunity for concurrency.

Several importantperformancelessons
have been learned. Concurrent exeeution of

~~Y ~ Submodelsoffers
sevexaladvantages ova sequential execution of
similarly decomposed submodels. By exposing
additional parallelism a signifwantly larger
number of pmcessom may be used effectively. As
is discussed bdow, there are limits as to how
many pm%sors an individual Submodel can use
and still exhibit parallel speedup. In our approach
these limits that would apply fm sequential
execution may be exceeded in the ftdly coupled
model by assigning individual ~ @ o~Y



a single submodel. llds has further benefits in
the memory requirements of the coupled model.
In our code, all the arrays are dynamically
allocated at run time. Only the lo@ memory that
is necessary for a processor’s assigned submodel
is actually allocated by that processor rather than
for all submodels, allowing larger problems to be
run.

The load imbalance that results from
differences in the computational bwden of the
individual SUblnOddSGill severely im~t
performance. Hence, partitioning of processors
between submodels must be done in a judicious
manner to assure optimal load balance. In our
approach, the independence of each submodel’s
domain decomposition allows the code user to
adjust the assignment of processms between the
submodels to reduce this idle time. Also, if a
subdornain lies completely over water in the land
model or completely over land in the ocean
model, we do not assign that subdomain a

ocessor, further reducing load imbahmce.F

Under the assumption that both the
computational and communications costs in
coupling the submodels are small compared to
other costs, we can esdmate both the optimal
partitioning as well as the potential benefit of
concurrent versus sequential execution of the
submodels. In Figure 1 we show the actual
performance of the atmospheric and oceanic stand
alone models as a function of processor count as
measwed on the Cray T3D. In this example, the
resolution of the ocean model is 3 degrees by 3
degrees by 15 levels, and the resolution of the
-OS@efiC model is 4 degrees by 5 degrees by 9
levels. The measure of performance shown is the
amount of model time simulated per machine
second. In a perfectly parallelizable model, these
curves would be linear. That is, the time
simulated would increase linearly with the
number of pmcasom. In practice, real algorithms
require communications and incur load
imbakmces that degrade performance.

One can use Figure 1 to estimate the
optimal machine partitioning for concurrent
exe-cution. Supposing that 80 processors were
available, for example, one would locate the level
of perfibrmance for which the total number of
oceanic plus atmospheric pmcessm equak 80
(see the horizontal line). The numkx of
-SCM’S to be used by a given component

model would correspond to the inkrsection point
of the horizontal line with the performance curve
of that model. In this case, one would use 10
processors fortheoc42m and70pmceSsors forthe
atmosphere. This corresponds to 0.3 simulated
hours per machine second.

From this figure we can atso infer
possible behavior of a sequentially executed
coupled model. As in the above optimally
concurrent example, considex using 80 promssors
in the same domain decomposition arrangement
for each submodel. In this mode of execution, all
available processors m assigned to each
submodel. The AGCM would then be able to
execute 0.3 simulated hours in about 0.85
seconds whereas the ocean would require 0.25
seconds. The total execution time in a sequential
execution would then be 1.1 seconds as opposed
to 1.0 seconds for concurrent execution. A better
load balanced sequential scheme could be
implemented by constructing anew domain
*position for the ocean component that uses
more subdomains but does not assign processors
to those containing only land points. However,
this strategy would require the same kind of
intexprocessor communication to accomplish
coupling as in our concurrent scheme.

A ten percent improvement in overall

m~ is not representative of the potential
gains of concurrent execution. lle above
example is limited by the relatively low number
of processors. At higher processor count, the
scaling of both the ocean and atmosphere models
degrade. TM+is a result of increasing
communication relative to arithmetic cost and of
additional load imbalance. On some machines,
we have observed that curves such as those in
Figure 1 can turn over. Hence, aMmg more
prW%Wrs actually slows down the calculation.
This places a practical Wlt on the number of
processors that can be effectively used. For the
T3D, this limit is around 150 processors at the
resolutions in Figure 1. Fortunately, thk limit
Wreases as resolution is increased. An analysis
such as that above using 150 processors instead
of 80 would show an improvement much greater
than 10 percent for concmrent execution.

One other caveat about Figure 1 should be
mentioned. The hcm~ontal resolution of both the
ocean and atnmphexe models shown here is far
tim our target resolution. From considerations



of the physical scales in the ocean, we would
&xii that the ocean model be of significantly
higher resolution than the atmosphere model.
This adjustment would change the-balance of the
model by increasing oceanic costs versus
atmospheric costs. In this case, the rewards of
concurrent execution will be even greater since
yet more promssors could be eftlciently assigned
to the ocean.

In faq the maximum potential benefit of
this strategy is seen in the limiting case where
the performance of both component submodels is
identical. lhe maximum number of processors
that may be effectively used can then be doubled
for concurrent execution versus sequential

execution. We arrive at this conclusion by
noting, as pointed out above, that at some point
in the performance curve, increases in number of
procasors no longer speeds up the execution.
Themfom, running each model concurrently at
that processor mum is twice as effective as
sequential execution using all of the processors.
This leads us to conclude that this parallelization
strategy is most effective when the component
submodels are of comparable computational
intensity. ‘llte rewards to be gained through
concmmmt execution increase with the number of
components. In the case of the octan-atmosphere
land surface climate model, this concurrency is
increased and one would envision scenarios where
concurrent ofsxation Wodd provide three-fold
improvement over sequential operation.

As just notaZ the superiority of
concurrent execution depends on the degree of
parallelism obtained by the task decomposition.
However, the range of tasks on which to base a
functional decomposition is not limbed to
IWdy those sqamted by physical domains. in
additional to concurrency among model
components, one can identify concumency within

m@ ~ts. ~ ~S w* ~ ~d
domains are surely natural ways to divide a
problem since the Comrnutication of data
between them is usually via two dimensional
surfaces rather than three dimensional volumes.
Nonetheless, there may be advantages to
functional demmpow““Onsthat require
COlllIntUli@iOOS of three dinwnsiond variables.
This is txpxially true on high bandwidth
machines, such as the Cray T3D. Opportunities
that come to mind typically exploit the operator
splitting techniques used to solve the numerical

approximations to the partial dtiferential
equations of the submodets. Examples inchIde
solution of the barotropic and baroclinic
equations in the ocean model, separation of the
sea ia model from the main ocean model,
splitting the atmospheric dynamics and column
physics into two separate submodels, concurrent
execution of the atmospheric GCM and
atmospheric chemistry models, and concurrent
execution of the oceanic GCM and ocean
biochemistry models.

Our approach to the design of our parallel
coupled climate model is signifkantly different
from that of other groups [7,12]. In our model,
data is communicated between submodels by
message passing within the same executable code
object. Direct message passing, rather than
transfer through intermediary files, offers
significant performance advantages. Furtherrnom,
through a sorting algorithm determined at
problem initialization, message traffic is routed
directly between geographically overlaying
subdomains of the atmosphere and ocean models.
‘Ihere are no serial bottlenecks.

Conclusions
‘l’he motivations for concurrent execution

of independent parallel component subrnodels
within a coupled climate systems model rue
compelling. Among these are:

(1) Ability to use more processors than
would otherwise be prudent,

(2) Reduction in load imbalance when null
subdomains in the land and ocean components
can be removed from the problem.

(3) Improvements in performance by
reducing cornmutications costs and load
imbalances within the ocean and atmospheric
components due to less granularity.

(4) Total flexibility in the choice of
number and assignment of processo rs allowing a
more efficient use of production parallel
resources.

(5) Reduction in local memory
requirements allowing larger problems to be run.
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Figure 2. The performance of the atmospheric and oceanic general circulation models as a function of ‘
the number of subdomains as measured on the Cray T3D.
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